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We talk about the topic which Ole taught us how to work with the team.
See the picture
How to process whether he trusts and agrees
The work is being processed good but little bored. For instance, the new work, he wants
and I said OK. The next day I want something to change and he said OK. We agree each
other. No challenge.
How to process whether he agrees and mistrusts
The work is going good. We agree each other well but mistrust. How will I believe him? So
take the paper with his signature. We sign in the paper. It will help us to trust each other
and get proof. Then we work is going well. But no trust him, he can tell him that he is bad.
The same he says too.
How to process work whether he disagrees and trusts
This work is going well that is why I trust him very well but we don’t agree each other. It
helps us to think and find out things which r better and a lot of motivation and interesting.
For instance, the new work, he wants something to change, I said NO. He said WHY. We
discuss each other. At last we find the better quality and trust each other well. We respect
each other and trust. Of course this is a big challenge.
How to process work whether he disagrees and mistrusts
The work is being processed well ????? NO bad that is why we don’t trust and agree each
other then how will it process. The work will go down and collapsed. The team is bad and
no unity is that why we don’t trust and agree each other.
See the different ways of being processing work. The same you work with the team. You
should know the different ways. It is linked to your work. Get better and better. 

